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The windlace around the doors is in bad shape.  I am undertaking its replacement as a 2020 winter 
project.  For Christmas 2020, I received a gift certificate from Studebaker International which I used to 
buy the windlace. Original Windlace – previous owner’s photo 

 

The original windlace was dry, shrunken and shriveled; it never reached to the floor – a piece missing. 



 

The original removed from passenger front door opening. Hard, dry, shriveled and crumbly. 

THE FIRST STEP WHEN REPLACING THE WINDLACE IS TO OBTAIN SUITABLE 

NEW MATERIAL. Original Studebaker windlace (and new-old-stock) will be 

dried out and shriveled. I selected new windlace material from Studebaker 

International.   

THE SECOND STEP IS TO MODIFY THE NEW WINDLACE MATERIAL SO THAT IT 

CAN ACTUALLY BE INSTALLED.   The windlace material currently on the 

market is not made like the original Studebaker windlace.  A band of material 

must be added to secure the windlace into the channels and locking tabs on 

the doorways.  I ordered a roll of 1-1/2 inch wide heavy cotton ribbon from 

an internet vendor and bought a roll of the smallest diameter cord from 

Home Depot. Borrowing a sewing machine, I was able to modify the new 

windlace adding a locking tab to approximate the original. 

  



  

 

THE THIRD STEP IS TO REMOVE THE OLD 

WINDLACE. As you remove it, make note of how it 

was originally installed and secured. I took a lot of 

pictures. On the front doors, remove the kick 

panels and trim, door post trim, sill plates, etc., 

carefully bagging screws and clips in plastic bags 

and labeling each bag to make re-installation 

easier.  

  

 

THE FOURTH STEP IS TO SECURE 

THE NEW WINDLACE IN PLACE AND 

REINSTALL THE TRIM.  My major 

concern in the Wagonaire was 

removing and installing windlass 

over the top of the doorways where 

the windlace tab is tucked under the 

headliner. The Wagonaire headliner 

is pressed cardboard and is very 

fragile.  I discovered that the 

windlace along the top of the 

doorway is secured under a lip of 

steel which pinches the tab and 

keeps the sewn-on cord from 

pulling back through.  I slightly pried 

the steel lip open with a large 

screwdriver to remove the old 

windlace and insert the new and 

tapped the lip closed again with a 

carefully aimed hammer.  

 

New Windlace with the extra cotton 

addition sewn on 



 

 

 



THE FIFTH STEP WAS TO FIX PROBLEMS. As the windlace installation progressed, any problems 

encountered or revealed were addressed. Existing trim parts that went back on the car that were rusty, 

worn out, or need a touch up, were restored while off the car. When removing the sill plates, I 

discovered some light surface rust under the new carpet and padding.  I fixed this with POR15.   

  

Treated with phosphoric acid, sanded with #80 sandpaper, and treated with clear POR-15 

 
Color coat applied, and it’s ready for carpet pad and carpet. 

While you have several of the interior panels removed, it might be a good idea to check to see if you 

need to accomplish any other small projects. I chose to improve the drain tubes of the sliding roof while 

doing the Windlace. See the other Tech Tip titled “Servicing Sliding Roof Drain Tubes”. 

 

 

 


